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ABSTRACT: Plant layout planning includes decisions regarding the physical allocation of the economic activity
centers in a facility. An economic activity center is any entity occupying space. The objective of plant layout planning
is a more effective work flow at the facility, allowing workers and equipment being more productive. Facilities layout
is a systematic and functional arrangement of different departments, machines, equipments and services in a
manufacturing industry. It is essential to have a well developed plant layout for all the available resources in an
optimum manner and get the maximum out of the capacity of the facilities. Facility layout techniques apply to the case
where several physical means have to be located in a certain area, either industrial processes or services. The objective
of the paper is not only Plant layout but re-layout also. To carry out an appropriate plant layout, it’s important to take
into account the business strategic and tactical objectives.
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I. INTRODUCTION
The plant layout process starts at an aggregate level, taking into account the different departments. As soon as we get
into the details, the different issues arise, and the original configuration may be changed through a feedback process.
Most (if not all of them) layouts are designed properly for the initial conditions of the business, although as long as the
company grows and has to be adapted to internal and external changes, a re-layout is necessary. The reasons for a relayout are based on 3 types of changes:

Changes in production volumes.

Changes in processes and technology.

Changes in the product.
The frequency of the re-layout will depend on the requirements of the process. Symptoms that allow us to detect the
need for a re-layout are Congestion and bad utilization of space, excessive stock in process at the facility, long
distances in the work flow process, simultaneous bottle necks and workstations with idle time, qualified workers
carrying out too many simple operations, labour anxiety and discomfort, accidents at the facility and difficulty in
controlling operations and personnel. A facility layout is an arrangement of everything needed for production of goods
or delivery of services. A facility is an entity that facilitates the performance of any job. It may be a machine tool, a
work centre, a manufacturing cell, a machine shop, a department, a warehouse, etc. The layout design generally
depends on the products variety and the production volumes. Four types of organization are referred to, namely fixed
product layout, process layout, product layout and cellular layout.
II. OBJECTIVES OF PLANT LAYOUT
The main objective consists of organizing equipment and working areas in the most efficient way, and at the same time
satisfactory and safe for the personnel doing the work.

Sense of Unity: The feeling of being a unit pursuing the same objective.

Minimum Movement of people, material and resources.

Safety: In the movement of materials and personnel work flow.

Flexibility: In designing the plant layout taking into account the changes over short and medium terms in the
production process and manufacturing volumes.
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Factors affecting Plant Layout: The final solution for a Plant Layout has to take into account a balance
among the characteristics and considerations of all factors affecting plant layout, in order to get the maximum
advantages. The factors affecting plant layout can be grouped into 8 categories:
Materials: The layout of the productive equipment will depend on the characteristics of the product to be managed at
the facility, as well as the different parts and materials to work on. Main factors to be considered: size, shape, volume,
weight, and the physical-chemical characteristics, since they influence the manufacturing methods and storage and
material handling processes. The sequence and order of the operations will affect plant layout as well, taking into
account the variety and quantity to produce.
Machinery: Having information about the processes, machinery, tools and necessary equipment, as well as their use
and requirements is essential to design a correct layout. The methods and time studies to improve the processes are
closely linked to the plant layout. Regarding machinery, we have to consider the type, total available for each type, as
well as type and quantity of tools and equipment. It’s essential as well to know about space required, shape, height,
weight, quantity and type of workers required, risks for the personnel, requirements of auxiliary services, etc.
Labour: Labour has to be organized in the production process (direct labour, supervision and auxiliary services).
Environment considerations: employees’ safety, light conditions, ventilation, temperature, noise, etc. Process
considerations: personnel qualifications, flexibility, number of workers required at a given time as well as the type of
work to be performed by them.
Material Handling: Material handling does not add value to the product; it’s just waste. Objective: Minimize material
handling as well as combining with other operations when possible, eliminating unnecessary and costly movements.
Waiting Time: Objective: Continuous Material Flow through the facility, avoiding the cost of waiting time and
demurrages that happen when the flow stops. On the other hand, the material waiting to flow through the facility not
always represents a cost to avoid. It’s necessary then to consider space for the required stock at the facility when
designing the layout.
Auxiliary Services: Support the main production activities at the plant: Related to labor: Accessibility paths, fire
protection installations, supervision, safety, etc. The auxiliary services represent around 30% of the space at a facility.
The space dedicated to auxiliary services is usually considered as waste. It’s important to have efficient services to
insure that their indirect costs have been minimized.
The building: If it has been already selected, its characteristics will be a constraint at the moment of designing the
layout, which is different if the building has to be built.
Future Changes: One of the main objectives of plant layout is flexibility. It’s important to forecast the future changes
to avoid having an inefficient plant layout in a short term. Flexibility can be reached keeping the original layout as free
as possible regarding fixed characteristics, allowing the adjustment to emergencies and variations of the normal process
activities. Possible future extensions of the facility must be taken into account, as well as the feasibility of production
during re-layout.
The production process normally determines the type of plant layout to be applied to the facility:

Fixed position plant layout: Product stays and resources move to it.

Product oriented plant layout: Machinery and Materials are placed following the product path.

Process oriented plant layout (Functional Layout): Machinery is placed according to what they do and
materials go to them.

Cell Layout: Hybrid Layout that tries to take advantage of different layouts types.
In fixed product layout, the products generally circulate within the production facilities (machines,
workers, etc.); in this particular type of layout, the product does not move, it is the different resources that are moved to
perform the operations on the product. This type of layout is commonly found in industries that manufacture large size
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products, such as ships or aircrafts. Process layout groups facilities with similar functions together (resources of the
same type). This organization is often reported to be suited when there is a wide variety of product. Product layout is
used for systems with high production volumes and a low variety of products. Facilities are organized according to the
sequence of the successive manufacturing operations. In Cellular layout, machines are grouped into cells, to process
families of similar parts. These cells also need to be placed on the factory floor. Therefore, one is also generally
concerned with so called intra cells machine layout problems. The plant layout will be based in allocating a machine as
close as possible to the next one in line, in the correct sequence to manufacture the product.



Plant Layout for a Service: Most of the concepts and techniques explained here can be applied to any plant
layout, including services. Examples: Line Balancing for Restaurant self-services; Process oriented layout for
Hospitals. Service Businesses have a more direct customer focus: Sometimes, the customer is required at the facility for
the company to be able to perform the service. Frequently, the layout is focused on the customer satisfaction than on
the operation itself. Some of the objectives include comfortability during the performance of the service, as well as
making attractive those areas in direct contact with the customer.
Plant layout for an office: The material that flows among departments and workstations is basically information. This
can be done through:

Individual conversations face to face.

Individual conversations through telephone or computer.

Mail and other physical documents.

Electronic mail.

Meetings and discussion groups.

Interphones.
The layout solution is dictated by workers and physical documentation movements.
III. LITERATURE SURVEY
A literature survey was made on the Facility Layout Planning as follow:
Many industries use activity relationship charts (ARC) and diagrams for layout redesign and layout planning. The use
of activity relationship diagram in designing a layout has provided a basic step for layout planning. [1]
Another research focuses on the problems occurred during designing flexible plant layouts for manufacturing facilities
where product demands are subject to variability. A flexible layout is one that maintains low material handling costs
despite fluctuations in the product demand levels. [2]
Semi- heuristic optimization algorithm (CRAFT) for designing optimal plant layouts in process focused
manufacturing/service facilities are also been explained. The proposed algorithm marries the well-known CRAFT
(Computerized Relative Allocation of Facilities Technique) with the Hungarian assignment algorithm. Being a
semiheuristic search, our algorithm is likely to be more efficient in terms of computer CPU engagement time as it tends
to converge on the global optimum faster than the traditional CRAFT. [3]
A case study explains an in detailed redesign of an existing production facility. The design of production facility differs
from that of manufacturing layout. The analysis of the capacity of the equipment is done, then by using this analysis a
group technology is used to make different type of parts in a layout and identification of a material handling solution
for a material flow. [4]
A research conducted in an industry explains about the warehouse redesign of a manufacturing plant Layout and also
the problems faced during the redesign of the layout. [5]
A research conducted to identify and improve the plant layout of pulley’s factory to eliminate obstructions in material
flow and thus obtain maximum productivity. The present plant layout and the operation process of each section (i.e.
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sand mould, core ware house, core making, disassembly surface finishing, furnace, and inspection sections) have been
investigated and a new layout has been designed. [6]
Pham and Onder et al[7] have developed a knowledge-based system for optimum workplace design. The system is
constructed using a commercially available hybrid development tool. It is interfaced to a database of anthropometrical
data and an optimization program. The optimization program employs a genetic algorithm. This combination of
knowledge-base technology, genetic optimization methods, and database technology has proved to be an effective for
solving complex ergonomic design problems.
Hadi-Vencheh et al [8] .it is crucial to design an efficient FLD problem in a production factory. Ignoring the
significant criteria (especially, the qualitative criteria which are not easily stateable in the quantitative measures form)
in design time will certainly result in increasing the costs, prices and ultimately decreasing the products‟ sale. In this
study, using the SVFJ approach, we transformed the subjectivity subjects of designers (in linguistic variables form)
against qualitative criteria which are stated by assessing printed FLPs in program output, to quantitative measures.
Cheng et al [9] introduced the concept of fuzzy inter-flow into facility layout design problem and addressed fuzzy
facility layout problem, where uncertainty of material flows among facilities is represented as trapezoidal fuzzy
members. They developed a genetic algorithm for solving such hard fuzzy way to build powerful knowledge-based
systems combinatorial problem. Polish expression was adopted as the coding scheme of chromosome.
Badiru and Arif [10] developed, FLEXEPRET, a fuzzy-integrated expert system for facility layout. FLEXEPRET
considers the multi-criteria nature of the layout problem and the fuzziness of the input data through the integration of
an expert system and a fuzzy algorithm with a commercial facility layout program (BLOCPLAN).
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